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Abstract. Digital transformation of modern educational environment is
stipulated by recently occurred changes and intellectualization of
information systems of various ecosystems. The aim of this study is
development of methodology of design and implementation of digital
technologies oriented at integral automation of department educational
environment. Using the methods of system analysis, project management
and simulation, the content and structure of digital component of this
environment were analyzed, aiming at efficient formation of high-quality
professional competences of graduates. The experimental results allow to
substantiate composition of the required functional units. On the basis of
the obtained data, the project concept of department educational
environment is proposed, the activity of which is supported by integrated
automation system of all information processes. Scientific novelty of the
performed study is determined by that the existing automation system of
educational environment in fact does not impact department level of
information processes. On the basis of analysis of information processes of
department level and existing technologies of their automation, a new
methodological approach is proposed to conceptualization, development
and implementation of fully functional digitalization system of department
educational environment. The significance of the proposed approach is
comprised of opportunity to integrate digital and content components of
educational environment for improvement of education quality.
Keywords: educational environment, project management, information
process, digital technologies.

1 Introduction
The modern concept of requirements to improvement of educational environment is related
with massive implementation of digital technologies [1]. This is totally applied to the
Russian higher education [2, 3].
However, it should be mentioned that the digital educational environment is only a part,
a component of the wider notion: educational environment, which includes other
constituents in addition to the digital one.
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The concept content of improvement of educational environment of universities is
interpreted differently in each country. The main focus is concentrated at provision of
learning flexibility in interactive educational environment, customization of learning, free
access to content of any source without any spatial constraints [3–6].
The research objective is the development of methodological approach to design and
implementation of technologies oriented at integrated automation of information activity of
managers, teachers and staff of departments of Russian universities.
At present, the main focus is concentrated at automation of activities of administrative
units, and the tasks solved in departments are affected to minimum [7, 8].
The mentioned preconditions as well as the lack of methodological approaches to
conceptualization and development of such projects determined the scientific novelty of this
study. It is comprised of the fact that on the basis of analysis of information processes of
department level and operating technologies of their automation, the methodological
approach is proposed to design fully functional system of digitalization of educational
environment of department level in Russian universities.
In accordance with the objective, in the course of the study the following tasks were
solved: the content and structure of information processes of department level, as well as
the experience of practical implementation were analyzed; methodological approaches and
trends of development of digital technologies, aiming at improvement of various areas of
activities of Russian universities, were determined.
The functional structure of the model of department digital educational environment has
been developed allowing to define the scope of main computer applications required for its
efficient operation.

2 Methods
The main research hypothesis is based on the assumption that the concept of digital aspect
of improvement of university educational environment should provide integrated approach
to automation of information activities of university staff, most of whom participate in
educational process, as well as in implementation of numerous functions related with
organization and management of educational process at department level.
With this aim, it is required to develop fully functional digital systems supporting all
areas of department information activities [9, 10].
Design and implementation of such systems would allow using the notion of digital
educational environment in its modern complete interpretation.
Development of the conceptual model is based on descriptive methodology of
construction of automation systems. Herewith, it is important to select the computer
technologies used for implementation of the considered model. The stack of the used digital
technologies should provide rapid adaptation of the system to changes both regarding the
content of organization processes, and development of the applied technologies.
In terms of methodology of project management, formation of digital department
educational environment should be based on project approach, since this process is
characterized by unique objective, limited resources, including those regarding time. The
project sequence in accordance with the methodology of the project management should
include the main stages of project lifetime, namely: conceptualization, development, and
implementation.
At the conceptualization stage, the design principles are developed and structural
properties of digital department educational environment are defined. The development
stage stipulates for decomposition of working structure, results and sequence of
technological process of subject area. The implementation stage is the process of
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achievement of project objectives, that is, fulfilment of works using the scheduled
resources.

3 Results
The proposed conceptual model includes a series of interrelated functional units providing
integrated automation of main information processes of department level, both educational
and administrative.
At present, the following composition of functional units is proposed in the frames of
the proposed conceptual model of digital department educational environment.
1. Knowledge database of subject area of the department: the base containing
knowledge of the department specialization.
2. The unit of methodological support: the unit maintaining implementation of
creation, arrangement, and use of working programs of disciplines.
3. The unit of support of learning process: the unit providing access to content of
department disciplines. It can be supplemented by functionality required for
implementation of distance learning.
4. The unit of scheduling of learning process: the system of calendar planning
integrating all areas of its activity and providing its smooth work.
5. The unit of document flow: integration of system of university document flow and
various documents of department, which are formed using standard office software.
6. The unit of regulatory management: the system of regulation of current work
providing efficient monitoring of its execution.
7. The unit of management of project activity.
8. Department executes activities of nonfunctional character. In this regard, it would
be reasonable to supplement the integrated system of department management with the unit
aimed at management of project activity of the department.
9. The unit of current management: it is intended for adjustment of external impacts
and their coordination with the main processes of department level.
10. The unit of personal profiles: the set of personal profiles of all users of the system
providing opportunity to address to department database, formation of content for the units
supporting learning process.

4 Discussion
During the study the available publications on the respective subject have been analyzed [1,
2, 4, 6, 7, 11–13], as well as the information obtained by the authors during analysis of
digital educational environment in departments of State University of Management and
Moscow Architectural Institute (State Academy) [9, 10, 14].
Analysis of the published results of digitalization implementation in some Russian
universities [8, 11, 12, 14, 15] has demonstrated that at present there are no automation
systems oriented at demands of implementation of information processes of department
level.
In order to provide high quality automation of information activity of departments, even
higher level of customization of project solutions is required.
Designing of digital department educational environment in terms of project
management at various stages of its lifecycle has not been discussed in scientific
publications; however, the authors believe that this trend is promising both in terms of
development of methods of project management and in terms of practical applicability for
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projects of digital educational environment of departments of humanitarian and engineering
disciplines.

5 Conclusion
At present, digitalization of department activity is not carried out systemically, the
functionality related with department educational environment is implemented to minimum.
Mostly this can be attributed to the absence of works devoted to scientific substantiation of
composition and content of functionality of subsystems required for its creation. This work
has attempted to form conceptual model of such system as well as of project approach to its
development and implementation.
Practical verification of the proposed conceptual model performed in cooperation with
several departments of Russian universities [9, 14] has confirmed expedience of further
studies and developments in this area.
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